
 

 



 

 
 
A SPECIAL REPORT 
How’s your Profile? 
Effective Internet Marketing begins with having an authentic profile that shows your best self and relates 
to the audience you want to reach.  

Stay with me while a take a moment to outline a scenario that may be happening more frequently than 
you would guess: A married woman with her third child on the way, is the midst of a conversation with a 
friend about how ready she is to find a larger home. She is tired of townhome living, she and her 
husband are secure in their jobs and both have had recent promotions. And her oldest child is ready to 
start school and she has not heard good things about the school district they live in.  Her friend, a former 
client of yours, suggests that she consider you when she gets ready to contact a real estate agent.  So, 
this fictitious prospect, does what most of us would do in today’s “self-educated buyer” atmosphere – 
she picks up her phone (are you getting excited!) and she... she doesn’t call you! “What?! The nerve!” 
Instead she opens a Google search on her phone and pecks in your name. Do you know what she will 
see? Have you taken the necessary steps to secure the accuracy, strength of branding, and messaging 
that she will see when Google delivers the results she is seeking? 

At that moment, it becomes obvious the value of owning and maintaining, probably the most important 
internet real estate you own – that of your digital footprint. We want to take a moment to consider the 
importance of creating, strengthening, and maintaining your digital profile. This is often called your bio, 
your personal brand, your profile and it is that description of you that is written to attract your ideal 
audience. 69% of people will use Google to do a search for a sales professional they might want to 
contact because they got their name from somewhere (or someone), before making the initial contact. 
So here is a prospect (a lead you worked hard, and your money worked hard to get), and the first thing 
they do is pick up their phone, not to call, but to put your name into a Google search! How dare they?! 
We are going to look at the first step, that is necessary in making claim to and then strengthening the 
message of what is found during that Google search of “Your Name”. There are several aspects about 
marketing on the internet that should be considered, as we work toward creating a powerful, authentic 
and branded profile message, that clearly and positively communicates - who you are, what you stand 
for, the values, and the abilities that you want people to associate with you. It is what makes a real 
estate transaction that you are involved with different, unique and exactly what your ideal customer 
longs for: 

● How do you show up when someone searches your name on Google? When is the last time you 
Googled yourself? Are you satisfied with what you see? 

● As a real estate professional there are several websites that identify who you are, and what you 
do, and the information may not be accurate. If you have not given these any attention ever, or 
at least in some time, then they are certainly out of date and/or incomplete. Examples of these 
are Realtor.com, Zillow, Trulia, and there are many more real estate search sites that consumers 



 

use. Many of these have a profile created about you because you are a member of real estate 
associations (NAR, NVAR, etc.). So, internet users and folks in need of real estate help are using 
these sites to make decisions – and the information about you is out of date or inaccurate. 
These need your attention! 

● Then there are the websites that are you associated with that should give that an accurate 
description of who you are. Examples – your own website, your broker’s company website, your 
LinkedIn page, your Facebook business page, etc. 

● How well does your website show up in the search?  
● How well do your social media accounts show up in this search? And what do these tell them 

about you? 
● How well does that description of you on these search engine results reflect who you are and 

capture the attention of that searcher? 

All of these are very important to master for maximizing the effectiveness of your internet marketing. 
But, for this report, I am going to focus attention on the last item on this list. Be on the look-out in future 
articles for the other items on this very important list. 

WHO DO YOU LOVE? 

The first and most important step in this process is to clearly define who you want to attract. Know your 
audience!  And coupled with that is to recognize that “Everyone is not your customer”  (quoted by Seth 
Godin – one of the greatest marketers on the planet). Now here is a self-realization that many real 
estate agents have not yet come to grips with – but it is an important step toward wisdom and sanity in 
business.  So even though you would like to reach every human who might need a real estate agent 
there are nearly 2,000,000 other licensed agents in the U.S. who want the same thing. Besides the fact 
that the competition is fierce for the attention of these folks, the internet is cluttered with more 
information than can they could ever disseminate or likely care to.  

How would you define your best client? Your best prospect? Your best referral partners? This step is not 
easy, I admit, but it is critical to business marketing. It is critical because marketing is not about you – 
IT’S ABOUT THEM! So, start with defining THEM. What is their demographic make-up? How old? What 
kind of income? Married? Children? Professions? Where do they live? Are they currently a home-owner? 
. . . and you know the rest of the many questions that need to be answered to clearly define this 
audience. 

WRITING SKILLS 
Now you need to take the time to wrestle with this task with pen, pencil, or keyboard in hand.  We have 
all had the pressure of having someone telling us “Please give me your bio so I can get the information 
on the company website about you”. Some of you have gotten that pressure from me when we talk 
about these things in seminars, workshops, consultations, and classes. Even if you succumb to the 
pressure, know that you can and SHOULD take time to really do this well. And you need to recognize 
that this process is not a “Set it and forget it” exercise. This is an important part of your marketing that 
constantly needs tweaking and updating.  And it needs to be carefully and strategically completed – over 
and over and over. 

How to write your profile: 



 

● When you take the time to write – focus on the audience profile and write so your IDEAL 
AUDIENCE will enjoy getting to know you through your words.  

● Write so that you don’t sound like every other Real Estate profile - Salesy, “it’s all about me”. 
● Tell YOUR UNIQUE STORY. As I consult with Real Estate Agents I find that every one of you have 

a part of your story that brought you to this profession that is unique. Reach down – then tell 
that story. 

● Tell this story not only to highlight the unique you but tell it so that it appeals to that audience 
you defined. Make sure it is written to keep them interested. 

● And remember this story is being written to appeal to more than one audience. It is going to be 
read by the “Search Engine Spiders” – those little electronic spider impulses that travel faster 
than light and read through trillions of words and phrases on the internet in seconds to deliver 
the most relevant internet information to the searcher. So, you need to think about writing to 
include the keyword phrases that you want to be found for.  And some of the most important 
for this discussion include your name and your association with the real estate profession.  Also, 
as you write for search engines know that they index the first two to three sentences of your 
information. So, the most relevant parts of this profile need to show up early – like your name, 
that you are a Real Estate Professional, and how you can help those folks who are part of your 
ideal audience. 

THE FIRST DRAFT 
Now that it is written – walk away from it for a day or two. Then re-read it with your ideal audience in 
mind. Will it keep them interested?  Now Re-write it again. Keep in mind, since you are writing this, it 
should be written in first person. This is different than the way most folks approach this. If you have 
celebrity status and you have a writer on your staff, then use third party. Writing it in first person is 
going to make your bio more personal because you are speaking directly to your audience, as you should 
be. You are telling your story – not some unknown biographer. 
 
Who you are is not the only thing that people are interested in knowing – They want to know “Why 
should you and your story matter to them?” Your bio should answer this question clearly to them. And If 
reading your profile does not get you excited about meeting and potentially doing business with you, 
then it needs some attention. 

We can be too “salesy” if we push what we are selling in front of the description about ourselves and it 
is not as likely to persuade those who are “just looking’ into serious prospects. We hate to be sold – but 
we love to buy stuff! – And I will add to that – we love to buy from people we like. So here are the 
components that should be included in every profile: 

1. A good description of who you are and why you should matter to them. 
2. A brief Introduction of what you offer – why completing a real estate transaction is better and 

different with you than any other agent. 
3. The road that led you to the real estate profession. 
4. A description of what problems doing real estate with you solves – how does working with you 

meet the needs of your ideal audience. 
5. You will want to tell your audience what you want them to do – so include a Call-To-Action. 
6. Then you need to put in a link to that Call-To-Action. 

Let’s look at each one of these: 



 

1. A GOOD DESCRIPTION OF WHO YOU ARE AND WHY YOU SHOULD MATTER TO THEM: 

Start general in describing your credentials, with the basics. Then get more specific. What are the 
qualifications that distinguish you? 

2. A BRIEF INTRODUCTION OF WHAT YOU OFFER – OR, WHY COMPLETING A REAL ESTATE 
TRANSACTION IS BETTER AND DIFFERENT WITH YOU THAN ANY OTHER AGENT: 

The key word here is “BRIEF”. Don’t overwhelm folks with this.  

3. THE ROAD THAT LED YOU TO THE REAL ESTATE PROFESSION  

This is your story and how it fits with how you make the real estate transaction a unique experience. 
This is not a Discovery Channel episode or a sermon. Make it “human” and “relatable”; don’t get 
caught up in language that is “Real Estatey”.  Be authentic, be transparent, be positive, and 
appeal to their emotions.  “People buy the DREAMER, before they buy the DREAM.” 

4. A DESCRIPTION OF WHAT PROBLEMS DOING REAL ESTATE WITH YOU SOLVES – HOW DOES 
WORKING WITH YOU MEET THE NEEDS OF YOUR IDEAL AUDIENCE 

Here is where you get into the head and heart of your ideal audience – how does your approach to real 
estate solve the problem they have. If they are still reading this far into it, then you have their 
attention and they want details – still be concise. 

5. NOW TELL THEM WHAT YOU WANT THEM TO DO – THE CALL-TO-ACTION: 

Take them to the best first contact with you – your phone and email, to a “lead capture” landing page on 
your website, or wherever it is that allows you to be in control of following up with this 
prospect, while allowing them to genuinely communicate their interest by providing this 
information. 

6. THEN YOU NEED TO PUT IN A LINK TO THAT CALL-TO-ACTION: 

Include a link to the landing page, your email address, or your phone.  

 
Once this is completed to your satisfaction (” Yes, you read it and you would want to do business with 
this person”) you will need to have this edited into a couple of versions: 

● THE LONG VERSION – this is full length and has little limitations for length. It will go on your 
website, into the “Story” section on the “About” section of your Facebook business page, and on 
your LinkedIn profile.  The LinkedIn profile is limited – 2,000 characters. You may have to edit it 
more to fit here. This version is a great place to include quotable testimonial remarks from some 
of your best clients. 

● THE MEDIUM VERSION – This is a paragraph or maybe two. You take the long version and 
reduce it to this medium sized version.  This is what is acceptable in spaces like the agent profile 
on your broker’s website where you have a presence; then on the real estate aggregator sites 
that you need to make sure you have taken control of – like: 

o Realtor.com 
o Zillow and Trulia (even though this is the same company it is two different sites and 

needs to be approached that way). 
o Homes.com 

https://www.realtor.com/
https://www.zillow.com/
https://www.trulia.com/
https://www.homes.com/


 

o Homefinder.com 
o RealtyTrac 
o Movoto 
o In addition, this version is what you will use on your Google My Business page. This is 

one of the most powerful search engine pages you will create. If you haven’t, you need 
to get this done soon.  

● THE SHORT VERSION – This is a sentence. Not much more than 160 characters. This is for many 
of the other social sites.  It will go into the About section on the About page of your Facebook 
page, is your profile for Twitter, Pinterest, Instagram. 

 
FINAL EDITS 
Have someone else edit it – other eyes are helpful. So, share it with trusted confidants and have them 
consider the point of view of your ideal audience.  You now need to consider the disclosures that are 
required by law by the issuer of your Real Estate license. Make sure you are compliant with any 
disclosure regulations.  Now it is time to go live with this, knowing that it is never a finished product. 
You will need to consistently look this over and give it a re-write/update/tweak from time to time. 
 
The next step is the most important step in this whole process – get it posted every place you can on the 
internet!!  As you do this, consider having a fresh up-to-date headshot of yourself available. You will 
want to post this with your new profile every place that allows it – and almost all of these allow it. 

● Make sure you have secured your place on Google My Business – and post it there. 
● Then on every social media site where you have an account.  
● On to your personal website, as well as the “corporate” website that your broker may have set 

up for you.  
● Turn it into a video and put the video on every site that you can. Many of us would rather push 

“play” then read. Plus, this message in a video is taking it to as “personal” a level as you can get 
from the internet. 

● Check your “ownership” of your real estate profile on the aggregator sites – Zillow, Trulia, 
Homes.com, Realtor.com, etc. Then make sure your carefully written, authentic profile is on 
each of these sites. 

● In addition to the real estate aggregators – you should consider owning your space on the 
business aggregator sites as well – like Yahoo, Bing, Yelp, Manta, YP.com, Alignable, CitySearch, 
Merchant Circle, and there are more. 

● Now include it in any print material you may have that has space for a profile. 
● A word about LinkedIn – as a social media site, this is probably one of the most underutilized by 

real estate agents on the internet. Although it is one that most agents have their profile on. This 
can be a powerful lead generation site – make sure you have taken time to give your profile on 
LinkedIn the attention we have indicated above. 

 
This is not the end to this process. This is the best beginning! As you adapt, and change to the 
marketplace, so will your authentic branded message of yourself. You will continually be updating, 
tweaking, reinventing your business, yourself, and your profile. Keep it fresh, keep it real, keep it 
positive! 
 
I realize that this task I just gave you may seem a bit daunting. And many of us have a difficult time 
writing about ourselves. But this is such an important step in achieving the success you want with your 
presence on the internet that you cannot afford to ignore these steps, nor can you afford to do this 
half-heartedly.  However, I promise you that you will find the time you invest into creating a powerful, 

http://www.homefinder.com/
https://www.realtytrac.com/
https://www.movoto.com/
https://www.google.com/business/
https://www.google.com/business/


 

well written profile that speaks directly to the audience you want to reach will reap great rewards with 
your marketing efforts. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 


